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UWA Micro-Credentials Explanatory Note 
Graham K. Brown 

Introduction and Overview 
This note explains the context for the proposed University Policy on: Micro-Credentials and the 

wider plans within which the policy sits. The policy deals with two interlinked areas: 

 Creating a system for recording and transcripting professional development activities 

undertaken through UWA and its partners; and, 

 Creating a system for converting professional development activities into Credit or Advanced 

Standing towards UWA award qualifications. 

The policy proposes two types of Micro-Credential: Credit-Bearing Micro-Credentials (CBM) and 

Advanced Standing Micro-Credentials (ASM).  The distinction between these two types of micro-

credential is not necessarily in the way they are delivered but in the way they are convertible into 

credit towards a UWA award qualification, with CBM converting directly into full academic credit, 

and ASM converting into Advanced Standing, subject to the normal rules in the University Policy on: 

Credit Transfer.  Academic governance of these different pathways from Micro-Credentials to UWA 

award degrees hence also differs, with CBM governed through Curriculum Committee, and ASM 

governed through Academic Standards and Quality Committee.  The overall system proposed is 

depicted graphically below. 

 

http://www.governance.uwa.edu.au/procedures/policies/policies-and-procedures?policy=UP11%2F34
http://www.governance.uwa.edu.au/procedures/policies/policies-and-procedures?policy=UP11%2F34
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Professional Development Points 
The policy proposes creating a system of Professional Development Points (PD Points) for Micro-

Credentials that will run alongside, but be distinct from, academic credit.  In UWA terminology, 

micro-credentials will be defined as short course offerings that have Professional Development 

Points attached.  Schools and research centres are free to offer other professional development 

activities, but only those governed by this policy will constitute micro-credentials and be eligible for 

conversion into credit or advanced standing through the mechanisms laid out in the next section. 

The main characteristics of the Professional Development Points scheme for Micro-Credentials are 

as follows: 

 Each Micro-Credential will have defined learning outcomes and a number of Professional 

Development Points and an indicative level of study attached; 

 PD Points are reflective of an equivalent duration of study to academic Credit point value, 

but are not limited to multiples of 6.  In other words, each PD Point is equivalent to 25 hours 

of workload, including contact hours, personal study time, and assessment; 

 The indicative level of study for a given Micro-Credential corresponds to the appropriate 

level as detailed in the University Policy on: Coding System for Courses, Unit Sets, and Units; 

 Micro-Credentials are assessed against their learning outcomes but, with the exception of 

Unit Modules (detailed below), the assessment is normally expected to be pass/fail;  

 There are no limits on the number of Professional Development Points that any individual 

can accumulate. 

Conversion of PD Points to Credit and Advanced Standing 
Advanced Standing Micro-Credentials can be converted to Advanced Standing towards specified 

award degrees subject to the normal rules on credit transfer, normally in the form of unspecified 

credit (i.e. without contributing towards GPA or WAM).1 Each Micro-credential will be ‘tagged’ for 

the courses towards which it can normally contribute Advanced Standing.  This ‘tagging’ will be 

overseen by Academic Quality and Standards Committee, as the Board committee charged with 

maintaining entry standards.  Given the expectation that Micro-credentials will be very responsive to 

industry demands, such ‘tagging’ will last for a period of two years, after which they will need to be 

renewed.  While ASM can be collected in multiples of 1 PD Point, conversion to Advanced Standing is 

only available in blocks of 6 PD Points.  

Credit-Bearing Micro-Credentials will take the form of Unit Modules.  Existing or proposed units can 

be broken down into two or three equal components (i.e. 2 x 3 credit modules; or 3 x 2 credit 

modules), which will be fully assessed.  Once a participant has completed all the modules for a given 

unit, they can convert that directly into Credit rather than Advanced Standing.  Governance of this 

will be overseen by Curriculum Committee.  The following characteristics of Modules are also 

important: 

 Modules will be mapped against the ‘parent’ unit to ensure consistency of learning 

outcomes; 

 Conversion to credit will only be available if all the Modules for a given parent unit are 

completed.  If appropriate, modules may also be tagged for Advanced Standing for 

participants who do not complete all the Modules for a given unit; 

                                                           
1 If Board approves this policy, a consequential amendment will be made to the University Policy on: Credit 
Transfer to clarify this. 

http://www.governance.uwa.edu.au/procedures/policies/policies-and-procedures?method=document&id=UP11%2F12
http://www.governance.uwa.edu.au/procedures/policies/policies-and-procedures?method=document&id=UP07%2F113
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 Modules will also be subject to renewal after two years to ensure continued consistency 

with the parent unit; 

 Normally, students fully enrolled in the relevant course will have to take the Unit version not 

the modularized version of the unit.  This is to ensure that the creation of modules does not 

lead to a de facto proliferation of 2 and 3 credit study.  Exceptions may be made through 

rule waiver applications, for instance to help a student complete their course when the Unit 

version is not available; 

 Students on international student visas will not be able to enrol in Modules to ensure full 

compliance with ESOS regulations.   


